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Course Scheduling Problem is a Multi-objective Combination 
Optimization Problem with constraints, and also has been proved 
NP-Completed. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a high-effective randomly 
searching algorithm, based on the nature evolution. It is a very effective 
algorithm to resolve NP-Completed Combination Optimization Problem.  The 
paper is aimed at solving course arrangement problem using GA. The main 
content are as following: 
1、We systematically and completely discuss factors, restrictions, 
objective and difficulty. 
2、Giving out Entity-Relation Drawing(ERD) attach to course scheduling 
Problem，put forward a random arrangement algorithm having local heuristic 
backdating ability to find feasible solution quickly and easily. 
3、Put forward Course Divisibility Algorithm、 Course Arrangement 
Algorithm、 Course Conflict Change Algorithm、 Classroom Source Protection 
Algorithm、 Classroom Arrangement Algorithm,  sub-Algorithm and so on. 
4、We study chromosome coding and heredity operator designing aimed 
at Course Scheduling Problem. 
5、Use Dreamweaver and Java as basic development tools, MYSQL as 
database, design and realize Course Scheduling Problem based on GA. 
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第一章  引言 































































































































































































           
表2.1  课表状态 
     
     
     
 
表2.2  方案K 
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表2.3  方案B 
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格n的变化而产生的组合方案数(S, D, T)的变化，这里我们只考虑了周一至周五: 
S(n) = 1nC    D(n) =
2
nC   T(n) =
3
nC  其中n=1,2,⋯，15 
 
表2.5  课表组合方案数变化表 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
S(n) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
D(n) 0 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55 66 78 91 105
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